In-vivo dynamic and static three-dimensional joint space distance maps for assessment of cartilage thickness in the radiocarpal joint.
The assessment of the joint space thickness is an important clinical parameter for diagnosing osteoarthritis. The accuracy of joint space thickness evaluation from radiographs is limited due to anatomical complexity of the wrist. We propose using distance maps estimated from 3-dimensional and 4-dimensional images reflecting joint space thickness distribution over the relevant part of the articular surface. In this paper we investigate the difference between joint space thicknesses acquired from dynamic distance maps to static distance maps. A dynamic distance map gives for every point on a subchondral bone surface the shortest distance to the opposing subchondral bone surface during wrist motion. We hypothesize that the joint space thickness calculated from dynamic distance maps provide a better reflection of the functional joint space thickness. The diagnostic potential of the dynamic joint space thickness measurement is illustrated by comparing data from distance maps of osteoarthritic wrists with normal wrists. In 10 healthy wrists which are examined, dynamic joint space thickness is smaller than static acquired joint space thickness suggesting that dynamic distance maps provide a better estimate of the measured joint space thickness than joint space thickness based on a static joint space thickness. In 3 examined osteoarthritic wrists the joint space thickness is smaller than in healthy individuals. Moreover, the difference between dynamic and static joint space thickness is smaller in pathological joint parts. The method presented in this paper demonstrates the feasibility of in vivo dynamic distance maps to detect joint space thickness in the radiocarpal joint of healthy individuals.